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Abstract-The least squares estimate methods for estimation of characteristics of almost period- 
ically correlated random processes as mathematical models of stochastic oscillations with polyrhyth- 
mica1 structure are considered. The bias and variance of mean and correlation function estimates are 
analyzed. Asymptotic formulas for them are deduced. @ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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A mathematical model is a methodological basis to investigate any signal structure by using 
the experimental data. Such a model should describe the signal essential properties for any task 
and should provide a simple parameterization. The chosen parameters should be easily defined 
and interpreted. 
The widespread statistical signal processing methods are commonly based on stationary ran- 
dom process. In these approaches, it is supposed that parameters of real physical objects are 
constant in time. However, processing results of many signals of artificial and natural origin 
show that this assumption is wrong [l-3]. A periodic and almost-periodic time variance of the 
observed properties are widespread both in nature and in engineering. These variances together 
with stochaeticity cause such signals to be nonstationary. Mathematical models describing their 
properties within the framework of second-order theory are periodically correlated random pro- 
cesses (PCRP) and its generalizations-almost PCRP (APCRP), as well as its subclasses bi- and 
poly-PCRP [1,3]. 
The APCRP signal theory is based on the following representation: 
E(t) = C tk(t)ejWht, 
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where Wk = 2Ir/Tk and {<k(t), k E 2) is a random stationary finite-dimension vector process. 
The expressions for mean and correlation function are written as 
m(t) = C mkejwkt, b(t,u) = c Bk(u) ejvkt, 
KZ kEZ 
where m(t) and b(t, U) are assumed to be real. The components mk are means of modulating pro- 
cesses [k(t), and the correlation components Bk(u) characterize their auto- and cross-correlations. 
These components are defined by 
1 e 
mk = lim - 
s e-+00 29 -e 
m(t)ejWLt dt, 
1 e 
Bk(u) = lim - 
s e+cc 28 -0 
b(t, u)ejwkt dt, 
where wk and uk are assumed to be known. If the sets of frequencies {wk} and {vk} are the 
arithmetic progressions, where wk = l/k = kwo, we = const, then APCRP becomes PCRP. 
We rewrite the expressions for m(t) and b(t, U) as 
m(t)=mo+C( mi cos wkt + mi sin wkt) , 
kEN 
b(t7 u) = Be(u) f 1 [B:(u) cos ukt + B:(u) sin ukt] , 
kEN 
where 
mk = a(mE-jmi), 
1 
Bk(U) = - [B:(u) -j&(u)] , 2 
and wo = 0, vo = 0. 
The coherent and component methods being the basis of PCRP statistics can be used for esti- 
mation of the APCRP characteristics too [4-71. Both the component and the coherent estimates 
of APCRP probabilistic characteristics have bias caused by leakage, and this value is mainly 
defined by differences AT, 1 between the periods Tk and Tl: AT,,1 = Tk - Tl. We have a good 
resolution when condition 
2nTk.l 
-es-1 
TkZ 
(1) 
is satisfied. To get a small bias for each separate rhythm processing, it is necessary to ensure 
inequality (1). 
If condition (1) cannot be satisfied, it is necessary to use some other methods, with greater 
resolving power. Due to absence of leakage, the least squares method (LSM) works better in this 
case. 
We write the characteristics estimates as trigonometrical polynomials 
~(t)=ino+~Iin;cOSWkt+~;sinwkt], 
k=l 
where L1 and L2 are the highest characteristic component numbers. To estimate their amplitudes, 
we minimize the following functionals: 
Fl [?%o,rjZ; )...) h,cLJq ,...I f ]= $ ie [e(t) - W)12 dt, 
F-J [Bo(u),&(u), . . &(u),B;(u), . . . sgu,] = & JB [q(t,u) - qt:q2 dt, 
0 
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where 
rl@, u) = h;(t + u), i(t) = <(t) - qt). 
Now we use the matrix presentation of vectors to simplify a description. Let us consider the 
column vectors rG, @8(u), e(w, t), e(y, t), 
cqu) = (&(u), B;(u), . . . &,b)&(4,. . . ,B1,(4)T > 
e (w,t) = (l,cosWlt,. . . ,cosWLIt,sinwlt,. . . ,sinwh.,t) 
T , 
e (u,t) = (l,cosVlt,. . ,cosVLzt,sinVlt,. . . ,sinVLzt) T , 
where the upper index (o)~ indicates transposition and the w and u are sets of cyclic frequencies 
of mean and correlation functions, respectively. 
The estimates of &(t) and i(t, U) can be submitted as 
&(t) = eT (w, t) S-I, 
i(t, u) = eT (u, t) B(u). 
(2) 
(3) 
Let us suppose that L1 and Lp are numbers of harmonics contained in the decomposition of 
APCRP mean and correlation function, respectively. Then we can write their characteristics in 
the similar form 
m(t) = eT (w,t) m, b(t, u) = eT (Y, t) B(U). 
The components of vectors m and B(U) are true values of their component amplitudes. The 
functionals Fl[o] and Fz[o] are recorded as 
Fl [I%] = f 1’ [t(t) - eT (w, t) I%] 2 dt, 
F2 p(u)] = $ le [~(t, u) - eT (v, t) 8(u)] 2 dt. 
(4) 
(5) 
Now we take the partial derivatives for functionals (4),(5) and equate them to zero to solve 
our task 
(6) 
(7) 
THEYREM 1. The functionals Fl[ti] and Fz[fi(u)] are minimal for all components of vectors r& 
and B(u) which satisfy the sets of equations (6) and (7). 
PROOF. It is a matter of fact because the quadratic forms constructed from functionals (4),(5) 
partial derivatives of second order are positive. 
Thus, we obtain systems of linear equations to find the Fourier mean and correlation function 
components 
M”ti = I$ (8) 
M%(v) = B(U), (9) 
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where 
fi= e-1 
J 
B 
EW(w, t) dt, B(u) = e-l 
0 J 
I3 
~(4 u)e(v, 4 dh 
0 
and M” is a symmetric matrix 
0 8 M” =&frl = J,&Yk = 0-l 
J 
ek (w,t) e: (w, t) dt 
0 1 J = 8-l e (w, t) eT (w, t) dt. 0 
The expressions for M” matrix elements are the same as for matrix elements of M” (only 
substitution L1 and w for Lz and u, respectively, is needed). 
From the obtained equations, we can find that 
h = Mw-lf& 
h(u) = M”-%(u). 
From the definition of the inverse matrix for matrix MC’)-I, we can write that 
M(‘)-l = det MC’) ( )-l [Ai’j]T > 
(10) 
(11) 
where A$ are the corresponding cofactors of matrix MC’). 
Both explanations for mean and correlation function are similar. Thus, we mark L1, M”, and 
e(w, t) referenced to mean and Lz, M”, and e(v, t) referenced to correlation function as L, M, 
and e(t). 
THEOREM 2. The estimates of mean components rkk, k E 0,2L, satisfying condition of functional 
minimum Fl[rh] are unbiased. 
PROOF. Let us define mean for I%, 
Eti = M-lEm, 
J 
e 
Efi = Q-’ e(t)E<(t) dt = O- 
0 
[ ‘[e(t)e’(t)dt] m=Mm. 
Thus, Er% = M-lMrn = m as it was necessary to prove. 
COROLLARY. As the mean components estimate 6Zk, k E 0,2L, are unbiased, the estimate of 
mean is unbiased too. 
It is really that E7jZ(t) = eT(t)E& = eT(t)m = m(t). 
THEOREM 3. The LSM-estimate of mean is consistent for all APCRP E(t), if 
lim b(t, u) = 0 
21-+cm 
uniformly for all t. 
PROOF. Let us find variance of mean estimate 
D&(t) = E [h(t) - Er;l(tj2 = Efi2(t) - m2(t), 
E [&(t)12 = eT(t)MVIE [fifiT] M-‘e(t) = eT(t)M-‘RM-‘e(t) + [mTe(t)12. 
(13) 
Matrix R is given by R = (l/Q2) J: Joe b(t, s - t)e(t)eT(s) dt ds. 
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so 
D&(t) = eT (t)M-rRM-‘e(t); 
and we can see lime,oo D&(t) = eT(t)M-ilimo,,(R)M-‘e(t) = 0 if lim,,, b(t, U) = 0. 
The time average variance of mean estimate is recorded as 
(DT?+))~ = c &j (M-l),, (M-l)ij (eked)), i,j,U 
= C Rij (MM1)ki (M-l),,. Ikk, 
i,j,k 
where 
6k,1 Kronecker delta. 
1, k=l=O, 
41 = 
; 6kl, 0 < k,l 5 2L, 
Now we return and review the LSM-estimate of correlation function. 
THEOREM 4. The LSM-estimate of correlation function with finite B is biased, and if (13) is * 
satisfied, then limo-+, Eb(t, U) = b(t, u). 
PROOF. If we take into account (3) and (ll), we note 
6(t, u) = eT(t)MmlB(u). (14 
After averaging, we obtain 
Eb(t, u) = b(t, u) - eT(t)M-ieB(U), (15) 
where 
J 
e 
&B(U) = e-l 44 u)e(t) & 
0 
e,(t, IL) = E 
[ 
&(t):(t + u) + &(t + u);(t) - $t)$t + u) 1 , 
k(t) = ?qt) - m(t). 
With 0 -+ oodet M -+ 2-2L, taking into account (12), we obtain lime-,oo E&(t, u) = b(t,u). It 
was necessary to prove. 
REMARK. The component estimate [l] f o correlation function is biased too, 
E&t, u) = b(t, u) - 2eT(t)sB(u), (16) 
but the mutual leakage of components influences essentially on the speed of estimate convergence, 
but such leakage is absent at the LSM estimate. 
Let us find variance for &(t,u) based on (ll), in the same way as it has been done for mean 
estimate. We can write 
D@,u) = eT(t)M-‘RM-‘Te(t), (17) 
where the matrix R(U) for Gaussian process in the first approximation is given by 
ix(u)= -$s"J" ib(t,s -t) b(t -k ‘% S - t) f b(s,t + u - s)b(t, s - t + u)}e(t)eT(s) dsdt. 
0 0 
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For component estimates, it can be noted 
Dl;(t,u) = D&(u) + 2 5 &k(u) + f?J &k(u)ek(t)el(t). 
k=l k,l 
The average values of LSM and component variances are equal, respectively, 
(o@, u)), = k $=, h-c&) [M-IT] nl [M-l] lk Inn, 
1 3 
1 2L (Di(t,u))t = D&(u) + i pBk(u). 
kc1 
W 
P-3 
The values tend to zero with 6 -+ 00 if the process correlations are decreasing with increasing 
lag. For finite 6, expressions (17) and (18) and also (19) and (20) are considerably different, but 
if 2Wk6 > 1 and (wl - ‘J&lo >> 1, then the values of estimate variances are very close. This is 
confirmed by formulas (17) and (18). Th e exact values of variances can be calculated by using 
the correlation parametric representations determining a type of APCRP. 
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